Data Pipelines Can Be Simple
Case Study
About Our Customer
We partner with our agricultural seed customer to create sales rep & grower facing products including a
mobile application that wirelessly syncs planting, harvest and application data from the field back to a
central location. The harvest yield data is used to measure the efficacy of both grower operations and seed
varieties planted worldwide. After we created a mobile product to wirelessly collect harvest data below
budget and ahead of schedule, we began to have conversations with our customer about their pain points
with processing the potentially petabytes of harvest data in a reliable and efficient manner...
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The Benefits
Solving Big Problems With
Simple Architectures
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About Source Allies and Amazon Web Services
Source Allies is an Iowa-based technology services company and an APN Advanced Consulting Partner. Our teams bring an
ownership mindset when building custom software products to achieve our customers’ goals. We work to fully understand the
problems our customers want to solve so that we can design the simplest architecture to solve that problem.

Next Steps
To learn more about how AWS and Source Allies teams can help your business, visit https://www.sourceallies.com/
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